Emergency Response Services

With PRG and VER, when immediate response is critical, we offer support and equipment from 31 depots in all major cities across the country. Emergency response scenarios demand reliable equipment and technical support that can perform in any environment.

We have team members readily available to help you address ever-changing needs to convert any space into emergency treatment, shelter, and communication areas.

- PRG and VER are equipped with 2-way radios, walkie talkies, microphones, headsets, and speakers for urgent communication needs.
- Staging Decks: Engineered for safe, efficient and rapid deployment. Staging Decks are easily repositioned and reconfigured offering strength and durability while being quick to assemble.
- Lighting: Indoor/Outdoor and battery-operated options available for pop-up sites and drive-through testing facilities.
- Digital Signage & Video Solutions: Indoor/Outdoor Monitors, LED walls, and portable ePosters available to provide critical messages and directional instructions at a safe social distance.
- Rigging/Truss Structures - Safe, portable structures to mount outdoor lighting, hang monitors, add backdrops, or act as structural dividers.
- Power Distribution
- Laptops and WIFI access points deployable for IT and Operation centers
- Equipment Rental comes with technical support and 24/7 contact information.

Visit prg.com/contact, ver.com/contact, or contact your local account manager.